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                Book your dream vacation at the best price!
            

        
        
            
                SECRET SUMMER DEAL:

► Early Bird Bonus: NOW -10 % on your summer booking!
 ► Baby Bonus: Children aged 0-2 stay for free incl. a baby cot.
 ► Kids Bonus: 3-12 years old -50 % in the parents' room.

ADVANTAGES FOR DIRECT BOOKERS:

► Guaranteed best value for money!
 ► Guaranteed the nicest room in the booked category!
 ► Valuable points for the ZILLERTALERHOF BonusClub!
 ► Special requests regarding room layout, location, orientation!
 ► Use of the pool area even on the day of departure!
 ► Small gift upon departure!
 ► Green Bonus: € 15 for a full body massage when arriving by train!

INQUIRE NOW!
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            We are the small & fancy Design Hotel with personality!
        

        
    





                

            
            
                
                    





    
        All new: The ZILLERTALERHOF in Mayrhofen presents itself with a new design and a fresh, young host generation. Franz-Josef and Katharina Perauer have created a stylish boutique hotel from this historic, traditional building. No additional rooms were created, but only and unconditionally invested in quality and style. That makes us a small, very fancy and unusual design hotel. A somewhat different hotel in the Zillertal, where urban flair meets the Alpine dream. The next level of hospitality, with a special sense for style and tradition. Topped with the touch of the big, wide world and a bit of rock'n'roll. Here, where decades of tradition find their origins, a story is continued and told anew - with a lot of experience: Culture and authenticity united in a contemporary way, in an ambience that reflects the character and passion of its hosts.
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            Out of tradition: The design hotel in Mayrhofen
        

        
    





                    
                        





    
        "Tradition.Reloaded" is the motto that gives the ZILLERTALERHOF a new face and a new ambience - without leaving the past behind. Integration instead of exclusion: The hospitality of the 21st century is open-minded while remaining deeply committed to our heritage. We work together, everyone is an essential part of the whole. Hierarchies are a thing of the past, heterarchy is the new now. Together we are special - in every respect. That too is Tradition.Reloaded!
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            Your hosts at ZILLERTALERHOF
        

        
    





                    
                        





    
        Franz-Josef and Katharina Perauer are a strong team. Together and out of deep conviction, they have decided to continue success and tradition at the ZILLERTALERHOF in Mayrhofen. Before both found back to their roots here, the world was their oyster: Travelled the big cities of the world, immediately fell in love with Sydney and New York and finally found true love where your heart is: At home, at the ZILLERTALERHOF. Today Franz and Katharina welcome the world with open arms: "This is us, we are your hosts. We are ZILLERTALERHOF."
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        "We are an Alpine Hideaway that is open to everyone and open for everything. Close your eyes and breathe a sigh of relief: Welcome home at the design hotel ZILLERTALERHOF."
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            It’s my holiday: Highlights at Zillertalerhof
        

        
    





                

            
            
                
                    





    
        Yes to all - a holiday without compromises! Whether you greet the morning at our regular yoga workshops on the sun terrace or crawl out of your comfy box spring bed right in time for our Alpine Power Breakfast - every day starts with a wow here. To be continued: With mountain biking and hiking in summer, snow-covered landscapes with 530 km of slopes in winter, countless all year round cultural offers and events in the Zillertal region or with holistic treatments at our hotel's own HOF SPA. In the evening Fine Alpine Dining seduces the senses with delicious moments of pleasure, and you’ll always find good reasons for a creative drink in the best of company at our stylish HOF BAR. A holiday here is simply pleasure: It's my life, sings Bon Jovi - it's now or never.
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            Rooms & Suites at Zillertalerhof: Dreams come true.
        

        
    





                

            
            
                
                    





    
        Coming home is a special feeling. Incomparably authentic. Dahoam is dahoam (home is home), they say in the Tyrol - familiar and genuine. This is exactly where the rooms and suites at ZILLERTALERHOF Mayrhofen anchor their timeless design concept: With custom-made box spring beds and fluffy velvet headboards, herringbone parquet flooring, lounge leather armchairs from the Freifrau design manufactory and exquisite design details. A new style of living that combines the alpine and the urban with special devotion.
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            Zillertalerhof Cuisine: Alpine pleasures for day and night
        

        
    





                

            
            
                
                    





    
        What remains of the food is the pleasure, says our chef Silvia Wohlfahrt - the whirlwind at the Culinarium ZILLERTALERHOF. She has all the recipes of the world in her head and at least as many cookbooks on the shelf. Daily pleasures in our authentic Tyrolean gourmet hotel: A pampering programme from our Alpine Power Breakfast in the morning to Fine Alpine Dining in the evening. Additional ambience is a choice: A hunting room renovated with genuine detail, an elegant crystal room, a traditionally furnished restaurant or our stylish HOF GARDEN with outdoor kitchen. Organic pleasures by nature and everything else home-made with love.
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            Rock, drink & roll: The HOF BAR
        

        
    





                    
                        





    
        Time stands still at the HOF BAR. No hectic pace, no appointments and not your typical hotel bar in the Zillertal. Here you can savour every single sip, every artistically mixed drink and every special moment with all your senses. All our cocktails are hand crafted, but the menu is merely a recommendation as our bartender knows all the tricks on request. By the way, we also serve finest craft beers, delicious local spirits and rare specialties! At the HOF BAR everything is possible: Shaked, stirred, straight or on the rocks? There are plenty of opportunities to enjoy.
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            The HOF SPA: Be water my friend
        

        
    





                    
                        





    
        Immerse yourself in relaxation. Original, pristine and powerful - between the Alpine elements of water, wood and rock lies the secret of deep inner peace. The HOF SPA at the ZILLERTALERHOF combines holistic well-being with Tyrolean sauna culture and intensive treatments by BABOR Cosmetics. A comprehensive relaxation concept, available around the clock at the ZILLERTALERHOF. Wellness hotel is yesterday’s news. This is: Spa-in & Spa-out in Mayrhofen.
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            Let's geht the party started: OUR AWARDS
        

        
    





                    
                        





    
        WE SAY “HIGH-FIVE” TO THE GREAT AWARDS THAT MAKE OUR DAILY WORK TO SOMETHING VERY SPECIAL.

GAULT & MILLAU 2021: Katharina & Franz-Josef Perauer are HOTELIERS OF THE YEAR 2021. On top: Their “baby” ZILLERTALERHOF has been nominated as one of the best design hotels in Austria.
 One of the world's best-known hotel and restaurant guide, Gault & Millau, awards the best gourmet restaurants in the world every year. This year, for the first time, not just gourmet restaurants but also the best hotels were nominated. The ZILLERTALERHOF Alpine Hideaway in Mayrhofen is represented in the "Design Hotels" category as one of the best hotels in Austria. In addition, the special award HOTELIERS OF THE YEAR 2021 went to our hosts Katharina and Franz-Josef Perauer. THANK-YOU! 

CONNOISSEUR CIRCLE - Simply the "Best Hotels in Austria" 
 “Location, lifestyle, products and service: First class, but not intrusive. Premium, but not staid and certainly not unimaginative. A credo that is reflected everywhere in the ZILLERTALERHOF. In cooperation with the renowned star designer Harald Margreiter, an alpine-cosmopolitan setting was created that is primarily experience-oriented. “CONNOISSEUR CIRCLE distinguishes the ZILLERTALERHOF in the HIDEAWAYS WITH FLAIR category. We are particularly pleased about this award, as it reflects the essence of our actions and work: Being different, but with a 100 percent feel-good atmosphere and attention to detail.

THE AFICIONADOS: Tirol Tropicana à la ZILLERTALERHOF.
 It is the accolade among the insiders: A hotel that is a member of "The Aficionados" network cannot do much wrong. But on the contrary. At the ZILLERTALERHOF, which The Aficionados titled “TIROL TROPICANA”, it reads like this: ZILLERTALERHOF in buzzing Mayrhofen is no ordinary boutique hotel, it is a Wunderkammer of eclecticism, design and urban chic, whereby those gorgeous, familiar hallmarks of Alpine traditions cradle the interiors with heritage. Introducing a fresh take on Alpine chic, Zillertalerhof sees a new generation of hosts emerging through family-run traditions to rewrite the alpine dream in the heart of the Tyrolean Mountains. ZILLERTALERHOF‘s scene is decidedly hot, following the owner’s mantra of “Tradition Reloaded”. We have nothing to add to that and thank you for the trust you have placed in our concept.

Four stars and SUPERIOR
 The criteria of the Austrian hotel classification are very agile and dynamic. This system is based not only on hard facts, but also on market research results and corresponding services. In other words, the devil is in the details. And it is thanks to this that the ZILLERTALERHOF can now call itself a four-star superior hotel.

And there are also: FALLSTAFF, TRIPADVISOR, A-LIST, ESCAPIO, HOLIDAYCHECK & TRAVELMYTH
 The ZILLERTALERHOF has been awarded the Tripadvisor award “Certificate of Excellence 2019” and the award “Best of the Best 2020”, which means: We are one of the most popular ten percent of hotels worldwide. A-List - Best of Austria lists the hotel among the top 10 hotels with heated outdoor pools. Falstaff, Escapio, HolidayCheck and Travelmyth also think it's great what we do! We take our hats off to so many roses and take it as a reason and motivation to continue in the same way. And always with a bit more ambition, creativity and hospitality than is perhaps necessary.
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